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BOOK REVIEW

Hakes: Biology and Exploitation. Edited by H. Arancibia.
Wiley-Blackwell, Chichester, UK. 2015. 376 pages. $209.95 (hard-
cover), $167.99 (e-book).

Intentionally patterned after Alheit and Pitcher (1995), this book
was likewise born of an international workshop and offers an up-to
-date compendium of information on the status of the world’s
merluccid hakes authored by various experts on key hake
Merluccius spp. and hoki Macruonus novaezelandiae fisheries.
Each chapter provides a review of the past and current conditions
of particular hake and hoki fisheries with respect to ocean habitat,
biology, and life history; taxonomy and stock structure; migration;
fishery details and harvest performance; stock assessment and
management; and fishery products andmarkets.While not exhaus-
tive in its coverage of the members of theMerlucciidae family, it is
fairly comprehensive.

The volume offers a real international perspective, as merluc-
cid hakes are found in both hemispheres and throughout the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Although many chapters only give
a summary of each country’s hake fishery, others are more
detailed. However, each chapter provides the most current cita-
tions, identifying specific sources for interested readers. As the
book is an international collaboration, readers will find unortho-
dox (at least to Western readers) terminology in some chapters
that undoubtedly relates to the translation into English. Even so,
many of the terms used in the book should be recognizable to
anyone in the fisheries discipline (but are not necessarily defined
in any one chapter).

All readers will be struck by the differences but also the
similarity of their relatively recent development into important
commercial fisheries around the world—typically initiated
through exploitation by foreign fleets, then followed by exploita-
tion by locally administered sovereign fleets. One general theme
that emerges from the book is the difficulty of applying the stock
concept to these fish (including putative subpopulations) that

stems from complexities in their taxonomy, morphological plasti-
city, and obvious but undefined seasonal migration patterns (the
reader will want to consult Lloris et al. [2005] for an authoritative
review of merluccid hake taxonomy). Furthermore, in most cases
merluccid hake populations range with complete disregard for
geopolitical boundaries and thus are necessarily shared by differ-
ent sovereign nations, such that in many cases these stocks are
assessed for harvest management via intergovernmental bodies
(with mixed success).

In the final chapter of the book, H. Arancibia (Chile), T.
Pitcher (Canada), and M. Livingston (New Zealand) offer a
synoptic review of biological, fishery, and economic indicators
of hake stocks from around the world on the basis of the
information in the book’s individual chapters. These authors
conclude that the worldwide stocks of hakes are fully or
overexploited, noting that current landings are one-third of
their reported maximum. By contrast, Alheit and Pitcher
(1995) concluded that “hake fisheries throughout the world
have been proven consistently to be remarkably resilient to
overfishing”—a robustness that cannot necessarily be asserted
quite as emphatically some two decades later.

GUY W. FLEISCHER (RETIRED)

Alaska Fisheries Science Center,
National Marine Fisheries Service,
Seattle, Washington, USA
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